
(European) Complex Cities



Shared characteristics of graduations
• Starting points in graduations are observations of disparities/confl icts concerning the 

distribution of spatial resources across territories. 
• Graduations investigate how planning and governance schemes infl uence the 

transformation of spatial structures and how they can be improved to achieve more 
sustainable spatial outcomes.

• Conclusions recommend institutional change and demonstrate how this can lead to new 
spatial development patterns, by means of design.



• Starting points in graduations are observations of disparities/confl icts concerning the 
distribution of spatial resources across territories. 



rioters in the troubled banlieue of Aulnay-sous-Bois, November 2005. Photograph: EPA

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?



grafi tty in the inner city of Amsterdam. photography: Esmee Stalenberg

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?
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Franziska Unzner, 2017, Justice and liveability in social housing regeneration

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?

Fig X 2 Installation protesting London‘s urban development (Photo: Carrilho da Graça 2015)



IJsbrand Heeringa, 2018. Reimaging the European Periphery: The Case of Asturias, title page graduation report

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?
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Syrian refugees on the streets of Izmir in Turkey, Photography: Martins, 2015, edited by Jeanne Blok

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?



demonstration of resistance against asylum seeker centre (foto: OZ)

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?



is a frictionless Irish border ‘magical thinking’? brexit-means-podcast, the guardian

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?



article discussing the inundation of the Hedwigpolder at the Westerschelde, NRC Handelsblad

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?



Harvey devastation: the fl ood-swollen Burnet Bay along the Houston Ship Channel in Texas. Photograph: Tom Fox/AP

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?



VERNI, A. 2016. 35°6′54″N 33°56′33″E Terra Incognita: Towards common imaginaries for a Shared Cyprus.

what kind of territorial confl ict/disparities in the distribution of resources?



• Graduations investigate how planning and governance schemes infl uence the 
transformation of spatial structures and how they can be improved to achieve more 
sustainable spatial outcomes.



main research question:
• how can territorial confl icts/disparities in the distributions of resources be resolved?

sub-research questions:
• what are key drivers of spatial development in (European) cities and regions?
• how can governance capacity to address disparities be enhanced?
• how can spatial planning contribute to the resolution of confl icts and inequalities?
• what is the role of design in these processes?



our expertise



metropolitan structure 
understanding of characteristics of regions/regional spatial development;
understanding key drivers of regional spatial development.



atlas ABC, growth and decline of polulation in Northwest Europe

what kind of spatial development?

134 136



what kind of spatial development?

space syntax analysis, North Holland



what kind of driving forces?

Evert Meijers, 2015, Buursteden: lust of last?, SR&O



territorial governance and participation
understanding forms and impact of territorial co-operation and participation;
understanding actors in governance arrangements and participatory approaches;
understanding the formation of organisational capacity.



what kind of actors?

People inspect a scale model of London at MIPIM, the world’s biggest property fair, where more than 20 UK local authorities are taking part. 
Photograph: Valery Hache/AFP/Getty Images



what kind of actors?



what kind of territorial co-operation?

administrative boundaries in the Southern part of the Randstad Holland



EU member states co-operation among EU and non-EU states around the Baltic Sea

what kind of governance capacity?
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expertise in territorial governance



spatial planning
understanding planning tools and instruments; 
understanding planning systems and cultures; 
understanding strength and weaknesses of spatial planning.



what kind of plans?

regulatory land-use plan: plan d’occupation, France (in: CEC, 1997) a strategic planning framework: vision for North West Europe



what kind of policy?

prohibitive land use regulation: the ‘green heart’, NL direct investment: high speed rail line, NL



1The Airbnb Policy Tool Chest

Airbnb Policy  
Tool Chest

Integrated regeneration of deprived areas 
and the new cohesion policy approach
An URBACT contribution to the European Urban Agenda
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what kind of policy scope?

focus on a specifi c sector: national policy tool kit for shared homes focus on the integration of policy sectors: EU cohesion policy



what kind of planning system?

distinction of planning systems in Europe (Nadin & Stead, 2008)

Davies et al. 
1989*

Common 
law
England

Napo leonic 
codes
DK, DE, 
FR, NL

Newman, 
Thornley 1996

Nordic
DK, FI, SE

British
IE, UK

Germanic
AT, DE

Napoleonic
BE, FR, IT, 
LU, NL, PT, 
ES

East  
European

CEC 1997** Comprehensive 
integrated
AT, DK, FI, DE, 
NL, SE

Land use 
regulation
IE, UK  
(and BE)

Regional 
economic
FR, PT 
(and DE)

Urbanism
GR, IT, ES 
(and PT)

Farinós Dasi 
2007***

Comprehensive 
integrated
AT, DK, FI, NL, 
SE, DE  
(and BE, FR, IE 
LU, UK)
BG, EE, HU, 
LV, LT PL, RO, 
SL, SV

Land use 
regulation
BE, IE, LU, 
UK  
(and PT, 
ES)
CY, CZ, MT

Regional 
economic
FR, DE, PT,  
(and IE,  
SE, UK)
HU, LV, LT, 
SK

Urbanism
GR, IT, ES 

CY, MT



what kind of planning tradition?

author/activist Jane Jacobs at a community meeting in Greenwich Village, 1963. Photo: Fred W McDarrah/Getty Images



CHAPTER 5

Doing More with Less? Financial 
Engineering Instruments for Urban 

Development in EU Cohesion Policy

Marcin Dąbrowski

Introduction

The long-standing pressures to deliver better results with the EU cohesion 
policy’s Structural Funds have been intensified in the current context of cri-
sis and austerity. The EU cohesion policy is nowadays expected to achieve 
more tangible outcomes with fewer resources, requiring a focus on return on 
investment and the sustainability of interventions, better strategic manage-
ment, as well as an integrated and place-based approach. Thus, the narrative 
and the European Commission’s discourse on EU cohesion policy has shifted 
to put a greater emphasis on achieving “tangible results,” reforming the policy 
to make it “results-oriented” and, in the wake of the austerity measures and 
pressures to reduce the policy’s share in the EU budget, to make sure that 
it “does more with less.” Apart from this discursive shift, a range of new or 
modified instruments and tools were introduced in recent years into the EU 
cohesion policy framework in an attempt to translate this new narrative into 
concrete measures and strive to indeed enhance the effectiveness of the policy 
and ensure that it provides a better return on investment.

This chapter examines the implementation and the effects of the so-called 
Financial Engineering Instruments (FEI) introduced into the Structural 
Funds regulations for the 2007–2013 period as one of the means to deliver 
better results and enhance their efficiency and effectiveness. More specifically, 
it investigates one of those instruments, the Joint European Support for Sus-
tainable Investment in City Areas (JESSICA), an innovative tool using the 
EU Structural Funds to provide repayable assistance for urban development 
projects. This chapter provides insights into how the new “discursive package” 

U. Korkut et al. (eds.), Discursive Governance in Politics, Policy, and the Public Sphere
© Umut Korkut, Kesi Mahendran, Gregg Bucken-Knapp, and Robert Henry Cox 2015
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expertise in (European) spatial planning



expertise in (European) spatial planning



regional design
understanding the use of geographies in spatial planning and governance;
understanding the role of design in planning decision making;
understanding performances of design in planning decision making.



what kind of geographic imaginaries are used in spatial planning and governance?

the Randstad concept in the 1950s the Randstad concept in the 2000s



what kind of actors in regional design? 

KOOLHAAS, T. & MARCUSSE, E. 2006. Atelier Ijmeer 2030+. Amsterdam IJmeer Almere, Rotterdam, Uitgeverij 010.



Henk Ovink, fi rst Special Envoy for International Water Affairs for the Kingdom of the Netherlands.

what kind of actors in regional design? 



what kind of design products? 

MIT CAU, ZUS & URBANISTEN, 2014. New Meadowlands. Entry for the Rebuild by Design competition.



what kind of design products? 

story telling: pursuading actors scenario’s: refl ecting on alternative development



what kind of design performances?

MIT CAU, ZUS & URBANISTEN, 2014’: ‘(...) the team found a tremendous amount of good will and support (...).’

76

New Meadowlands
introduction

77

A Broad Coalition for a New Grand Bargain

Grand 
Bargain

While aware of a history of internal oppositions based on 
diverging interests, the team has found a tremendous amount 

of good will and support for the proposal from those very 
diverging interests. Each of the presentations included the 

‘grand bargain’. In exchange for investment in protection of 
developed areas, the development in these areas should become 

worth that protection by transforming into a more dense, 
compact form of settlement. 

Our labor has therefore included not only the work on the berms 
and the wildlife park; but also contains recommendations for 

up-zoning, redefining future parcel sizes, and including public 
transportation options such as a BRT line. This grand bargain 

has been well received. 

If carefully developed with continuing efforts to seek consensus 
and support, it will transform the dynamics of the social and 

civic fabric of the Meadowlands from one of blocking opposing 
interests to seeking joint opportunities. 

Image during breakout session of workshop at the Meadowlands commission on January 30th, 2014. 
To the right, RIverkeeper Cpt. Bill Sheehan; left, Alex Klatskin, with an interest in the well-being of redevelopment areas.
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Regional design: Discretionary 
approaches to regional 
planning in The Netherlands

Verena Elisabeth Balz
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

Abstract
In recent decades, The Netherlands has seen an increase in the use of regional design-led practices 
in national indicative planning. Despite this, the interrelations between design and planning 
decision making are not well understood, and attempts to involve the expertise and ambition 
of designers in planning have had unclear outcomes. This article elaborates on the role and 
position of regional design in indicative planning. It is argued that design in this realm resembles 
discretionary action, implying that design both influences, and is influenced by, prevailing planning 
rationales. An analytical framework is developed on these grounds and applied to a set of regional 
design initiatives that evolved in the context of Dutch national plans between 1988 and 2012. 
Significantly, the analysis reveals forms of discretional control that shape the creative design 
practice, of particular importance being the flexibility of planning guidance and the resulting room 
for interpretation. In theoretical terms, the article contributes to the discussion of how design 
– as an explorative search for solutions to problems in a particular spatial context – and design 
theory can contribute to an understanding of the multiple planning experiments emerging in this 
post-regulative era.

Keywords
discretion, indicative planning, regional design, spatial concepts, spatial planning

Introduction

Dutch national planning is plan led, meaning that the government predefines desirable 

spatial outcomes and uses these determinations to take planning decisions. However, to 

view Dutch planning as entirely shaped by national plans would neglect the flexibility of 

such planning guidance. Plans by the national government usually incorporate outline 
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Aim of the conference

The conference SHAPING REGIONAL FUTURES: DESIGNING AND  VISIO-
NING IN GOVERNANCE RESCALING discusses the role of regional design 

-

Governance rescaling

-

-

Regional design -

Focus of the conference SHAPING REGIONAL FUTURES is the role of de-
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across European regions depending on planning cultures and planning 
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expertise in planning concepts and regional design



metropolitan 
structure
characteristics of 
regions/regional spatial 
development;
key drivers of spatial 
development.

territorial governance 
and participation
forms and impact of 
co-operation;
actors in governance 
and participation;
formation of 
organisational 
capacity.

spatial planning
planning tools and 
instruments; 
planning systems and 
cultures; 
strength and 
weaknesses of 
spatial planning.

regional design
the formation of spatial 
imaginaries;
the use of spatial 
representations;
the role/impact of 
design in planning 
decision making.

imagining (European) regions: overview



• Conclusions recommend institutional change and demonstrate how this can lead to new 
spatial development patterns, by means of design.



examples graduation results



Franziska Unzner, 2017, Justice and liveability in social housing regeneration

territorial confl ict: housing crisis London, market demands vs. needs of the original inhabitants

Fig X 2 Installation protesting London‘s urban development (Photo: Carrilho da Graça 2015)



46

Woodberry Down, Hackney
in development, demolition
Hackney‘s fl agship project with 
50% affordable housing, but 
simultaneously a large share in 
luxury high-rise towers

Northumberland Estate, 
Haringey
in planning
Potentially London‘s next big 
controversial scheme with Harin-
gey currently negotiationg a joint 
venture with the international 
developer Lend Lease

Heygate/Elephant&Castle, 
Southwark
in development, demolition
CASE STUDY

Tustin Estate, Southwark
unregenerated

South London council estate in 
need of refurbishment

Ampthill Square Estate, 
Camden
unregenerated
North London Council Estate 
near King‘s Cross

Dover court Estate, Islington
in development, refurbishment 
+ infi ll
CASE STUDY

Packington Estate, Islington
in development, demolition
Islington‘s fl agship project focus-
sing on low-and mid-rise deve-
lopment for the local community

6 75

43

21

47

Southwark

Islington

6

7

5

4

3

2

1

LONDON ANALYSIS

10km

Fig.4.2 London

Data on deprivation: ONS (2010)

Built up area
Most deprived areas

result: an improved regeneration process of post-war council estates in London

Franziska Unzner, 2017, Justice and liveability in social housing regeneration



VERNI, A. 2016. 35°6′54″N 33°56′33″E Terra Incognita: Towards common imaginaries for a Shared Cyprus.

contested cities, Cyprus



result: a long term planning strategy to the creation of shared spaces

VERNI, A. 2016. 35°6′54″N 33°56′33″E Terra Incognita: Towards common imaginaries for a Shared Cyprus.



grafi tty in the inner city of Amsterdam. photography: Esmee Stalenberg

mass tourism in the inner city of Amsterdam

31.



result: a strategy to decentralize touristic activities while strengthening cultural clusters 

LEGENDcultural clusterconference/knowledge clusterpotential area
streets and/or public transport (tram/metro/train) 

0 1 2 km0,5 116.116.

museumescape roomgaleryhotelcafe/restaurantincubator (P10)stage festival

marketsign (P50)ferry stop
swimming arearecreational area (P34)



Syrian refugees on the streets of Izmir in Turkey, Photography: Martins, 2015, edited by Jeanne Blok

irregular migrants on the move



sightlines

urban blocks

Google Maps

map

passersby

signs

street structure

call and text

Google Translate

socialise

local understanding

local understanding

local understanding

socialise

money

socialise
messaging apps

mobile money 
transfer

N

money

socialise

result: a strategy to enhance irregular migrants’ access to information

Jeanne Blok, 2018, Refugees’ movement in immobility: A study investigating information seeking movements by refugees fl eeing to Europe


